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Abstract
Commerce is an ancient economical system that enables establishment of legal and ethical foundations,
strengthening of social ties, improving cultural relationships, trading values and technology as well as goods.
Trading routes necessitates places for accommodation and rest both for traders and pack animals, horses,
camels, oxen and such. For many centuries, caravanserais helped as design solutions for this purpose.
However as the stopping places on routes began to act as small trading towns, sarās or hans took over the
accommodation service for traders. Although administrative, social, cultural, religious and linguistic
distinctions present many functional and semantic variations, having situated on the ancient routes and
ports of the Silk Road, cities and states of the west Asia have developed a traditional insight to shopping
activity and design that are being preserved in the hearts of these ancient cities.
Although there may be predesigned grid or crisscross exceptions, in most cases, traditional Islamic
commercial i.e. shopping spaces are built in time, with expansions in relation to the organic pattern of the
city and street layouts. In Turkish social system, covered bazaars are usually built as a part of a larger
complex including, hamams, soup kitchens, and such as a source of revenue for mosques, religious or
charitable trusts known as vakıfs, where the donated assets cannot be turned over to individuals or
institutions. In Iranian system however, covered bazaars are built by state authorities or wealthy individuals
solely for the purpose of commerce, although the latter may also include mentioned public amenities. On the
other hand, unlike Turkish organisations, having a strong political and/or religious demonstration tradition,
Iranian covered bazaars act as a reflection of social indicator. This distinction presents formal variations in
layout and attributes semantic uses to spaces as well.
Although sarās or hans were initially used for accommodation purposes in both cultures, they also act a guild
for specific branch of trade or manufacturing with their enclosed square/rectangular forms having
courtyards or eyvans. However, Iranian bazaar structure relies on linear shopping strips rāstās or arastas
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combined to compose chārsugs or çarşıs at intersections and meydans serving as the hubs of the network. In
Turkish system on the other hand, bedesten, the covered and enclosed core building, where the most
expensive and valuable goods are exchanged, determines the formation of the whole bazaar. This building
and arastas of the Turkish bazaars are predesigned and built in single sessions without any expansion. Thus,
although in both cultures, both organic and pre planned bazaar systems, developed from linear strips are
seen, contrary to the articulated and clustered Iranian bazaars, Turkish bazaars formed through connection
of arastas acting as gridiron building blocks.
This research focuses on the comparison of the physical layout of Iranian and Turkish traditional covered
bazaars in the context of Tabriz and Istanbul respectively. The usage of gathering spaces, articulation of
nodes, connection of main or secondary axes in forms of hans, bedestens, eyvans, courtyards, meydans with
streets or arastas and such, are the syntactic experiment areas of the research. The research hypothesis
assumes that guild formation affects the articulation and spatial configuration of the spaces that in return
changes the usage in terms of social gatherings versus pedestrian flow in the traditional covered bazaars.

1. INTRODUCTION
Commerce is an ancient economical system that enables establishment of legal and ethical foundations,
strengthening of social ties, improving cultural relationships, trading values and technology as well as goods
on safe and secure routes. Starting from the ages of antiquity until the discovery of the new continent and
development of railroads, Silk Road was once the most important route of commerce, a statement of a
continuous journey of human knowledge, philosophy, religion, art and architecture, mathematics, science
and technology, which had an undeniable impact on the great civilizations of Yellow Rivers of China, Japan,
Indus Valley of India, Egypt, Persia, Arabia, the Ottomans and finally the Romans (Figures 1‐3). Extending
over 8,000 km, the Silk Road developed interconnected networks linking traders, merchants, pilgrims,
monks, missionaries, soldiers, nomads, urban dwellers and intellectuals from East, South and Western Asia
with the Mediterranean World, including North Africa and Europe for thousands of years.
Other than the transfer of astronomy and trigonometry, intertextualities in the architectures and arts such
as use of domes, coat of arms, life tree motifs as a form of arabesque ornamentation in mosques all the way
to Spain, use of dragon symbol as a protective force, many secular or sacred monuments, and such
(Karimzadeh et al, 2011) are just examples of scientific, cultural and architectural exchanges of Iran, Turkey,
India, and China as well as the other civilizations situated along the trading routes of Silk Road. This
transition also helped to develop a traditional insight to shopping activity and design that are being
preserved in the hearts of cities situated on the ancient routes and ports of the Silk Road.
Similar to the plazas of the pre‐industrial European cities, bazaars were also housing the social, political,
cultural and civic activities of people like forums or agoras of the ancient world, however, mainly due to the
climatic factors and quality of the goods stored in, they are covered, or covered within time. Although there
may be predesigned grid or crisscross exceptions, traditional Islamic bazaars are generally built in time, with
expansions in relation to the organic pattern of the city and street layouts. No matter how or by whom, they
were built, bazaars had always have connections to important and prestigious religious, governmental or
public buildings, and defined the major streets of urban fabric, connecting two major entrances especially of
the small cities (Kermani and Luiten, 2010). Apart from being a space for shopping or socialising, bazaar
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organisations were formed according to hierarchically developing guild system where apprentice‐master
relationship were forming the vertical line, while guilds of various artisans and craftsmen were forming the
horizontal line in terms of locations of the manufacturers, merchants and such.
In this research, comparison of the physical layout of traditional covered bazaars of the two of the most
important regions of the Silk Road route Persia (Iran) and Ottoman Empire (Turkey), influencing the cultural,
architectural and legal characteristics of the era are studied in the context of two former capitals Tabriz and
Istanbul respectively. Iranian bazaar structure relies on linear shopping strips rāstās or arastas combined to
compose chārsugs or çarşıs at intersections and meydans serving as the hubs of the network. In Turkish
system on the other hand, bedesten, the covered and enclosed core building, where the most expensive and
valuable goods are exchanged, determines the formation of the whole bazaar.
We assume that according to gridiron‐nodal or linear‐clustered articulation and spatial configuration of the
bazaars, usage in terms of functions, social gatherings versus pedestrian flow changes. Location of the guilds,
usage of gathering spaces, connection of main or secondary axes in forms of hans, bedestens, eyvans,
courtyards, meydans with streets or arastas and such, are the syntactic experiment areas of the research.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE COVERED BAZAARS IN CASE CITIES
Extending over 8,000 km, the Silk Road developed interconnected networks linking traders, merchants,
pilgrims, monks, missionaries, soldiers, nomads, urban dwellers and intellectuals from East, South and
Western Asia with the Mediterranean World, including North Africa and Europe for thousands of years. Silk
Road routes from 2nd century BC to 16th century AD are shown in Figure 1 (adapted from ICHHTO, 2009),
where it can be seen that, authentic Silk Road had reached its widest network during the middle ages, as
maritime improvements, newly discovered routes and harbours have slowly decreased the traffic, thus
exterminated some routes. However, Tabriz and Istanbul, somehow managed to keep their international
destination point characters distinguishing these bazaars from local markets.
In Turkish social system, covered bazaars are usually built as a part of a larger complex including, hamams,
soup kitchens, and such as a source of revenue for mosques, religious or charitable trusts known as vakıfs,
where the donated assets cannot be turned over to individuals or institutions. In Iranian system however,
covered bazaars are built by state authorities or wealthy individuals solely for the purpose of commerce,
although the latter may also include mentioned public amenities. On the other hand, unlike Turkish
organisations, having a strong political and/or religious demonstration tradition, Iranian covered bazaars act
as a reflection of social indicator. This distinction presents formal variations in layout and attributes
semantic uses to spaces as well.
Bazaars of the eastern Islamic world are comparable to plazas in cities of pre‐industrial Europe, or to forum
and agora in ancient Roman and Greek cities in terms of forming a place for social, political, cultural and civic
activities of people (Moosavi, 2005), where one would also find similar facilities in contemporary shopping
centres. The difference appears in the covered, enclosed structure of these bazaars, and in the geometric
organisation in which forums and agoras had centralised form, whereas bazaars were always designed in
linear forms, owing mostly to the climatic, cultural and economic conditions of the region.
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Figure 1. The Silk Roads in antiquity from 2 century BC to 4 century AD; from 5 century AD to beginning of 13 century AD; and
th
th
from 13 century AD to 16 century AD (adapted from ICHHTO, 2009)
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In traditional bazaar structure, the smallest units are the shops, where no one (including the customer),
other than the owner can enter into. In these shops goods were exhibited on the wooden counters just
outside the units and trading took place there. These shops are lined on a strip to form rāstās or arastas
combined to compose chārsugs or çarşıs at intersections and meydans serving as the hubs of the network
(Figure 2). Rāstās or arastas are not only covered market streets, passageways, but also communication
routes for people and goods to enter and exit the bazaar. On the other hand, although sarās or hans were
initially used for accommodation purposes in both cultures (Figure 2), they also act as a guild for specific
branch of trade, wholesale or manufacturing with their enclosed square/rectangular forms having
courtyards or eyvans. These are usually two or three story commercial complexes around open green courts
that serve as storing goods and wholesales (Sultanzade, 1997).
In Iranian system, although bazaars are formed either organic or planned, and usually located at the centre
of the cities, the layouts are usually linear in shape, positioning the public and socio‐cultural spaces through
this linear form (Kermani & Luiten, 2010). The organically developed bazaars rely upon the economical
needs of the city through the centuries, sometimes changing directions to provide access to major public
buildings of the city. If the bazaar, was expanded over time, the original regular, linear structure slowly and
subtly adapted itself to the demands of each historical period. The planned ones, on the other hand, were
rationally set down in new terrain and were intended to form the major street of the city. They were usually
constructed during the periods of great economical growth and welfare (Moosavi, 2005). Moreover, bazaars
have always defined the major street of urban fabric, connecting two major entrances of the city (Moosavi,
2005).
In Turkish system on the other hand, bedesten, the covered and enclosed core building, where the most
expensive and valuable goods are exchanged, determines the formation of the whole bazaar, as can be seen
in Bursa, Edirne or Istanbul covered bazaars (Küçükkömürcü, 2005). Contrary to usually timber‐framed shops,
bedesten and arastas of the Turkish bazaars are predesigned and built in single sessions without any
expansion. Since, the ownership status as mentioned before, belonged to the vakıfs, as long as there is
demand, and as long as the vakıfs had the capital, shop strips were built within time and the bazaar
continued to expand horizontally. Thus, although in both cultures, both organic and pre planned bazaar
systems, developed from linear strips are seen, contrary to the articulated and clustered Iranian bazaars,
Turkish bazaars formed through connection of arastas acting as gridiron building blocks.
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Figure 2. Samples of rāstās or arastas with different typologies and chārsug or çarşı composed of these on left, and a sample of an
enclosed bedesten with two entrances and sarā or han with the courtyard on the right (adapted from Küçükkömürcü, 2005)

Some of the cities, which were located alongside trading routes like Silk Road considered as more important
thus, had a greater bazaar, compared to the others, which were distant from these routes. Tabriz, the
Turkish city in the northwest of Iran, is a precious example of such cities. As an Ilkhanid capital during the
late 13th century, Tabriz was prosperously rendered with new walls around the city, and numerous public
buildings, educational facilities, and caravanserais so as to serve traders travelling on the ancient Silk Road.
Although some may date it back to the construction of Cuma Mosque during the Seljuk era of the 12th
century, as the city had experienced numerous destructive earthquakes, along with several sieges, the exact
date of the initial core construction of the bazaar remained uncertain (Anon., 2009). The bazaar continued
to expand with the construction of new sarās during the 19th century when Iran’s economic and cultural
relations with the northern neighbours improved.
The bazaar covers an area of 3 km² and in 2010, Tabriz Bazaar was inscribed in cultural sites on World
Heritage List by World Heritage Committee (http://whc.unesco.org). It is built on the main circulation axis of
the city, connecting the east to northwest, dividing the bazaar into two main parallel rāstās, Main Raste and
Kohne Raste, crossing over the Mehran River. In recent decades, some parts of bazaar were destroyed and
some functions were changed on main Rastes and streets of bazaar eventually changing the historical fabric
(Sultanzade, 1997). The Mehran River separates bazaar in two parts, the Northern part of bazaar includes
Saheb Abad Square and Akbarieh Madrasa, which was added to the bazaar complex during 19th century and
the southern part, which was the main core of bazaar before 19th century (Anon., 2009). As it can be seen
from Figure 3, the physical layout of the bazaar is prominent with connection of large sarās.
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Figure 3. The site plan of The Tabriz Bazaar, divided by Mehran River on left (Anon., 2009) and of The Grand Bazaar on right with Old Bedesten located at the centre and Sandal Bedesten on lower right
(Ünsal, 1959)
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The Grand Bazaar was founded in 1461 by Fatih Sultan Mehmet after he had conquered Constantinople in
1453, forming a significant conclusion for the Silk Road, on a site where a Byzantine market was supposedly
being held earlier probably around Old (inner) Bedesten (Köroğlu et.al, 2009). First, there were two
Bedestens forming the nucleus of the Bazaar; (inner) Bedesten and Sandal Bedesteni. The four adjacent
sides and the immediate surroundings of the Bazaar were encircled by hans each of which was a separate
unit in themselves (Köroğlu et.al, 2009).
The Bazaar, founded by Fatih, has been improved and enlarged by his successor Suleyman The Magnificent
(Kanuni Sultan Suleyman). The complex structure of the Grand Bazaar has evolved over the centuries, in
1631, 1701 and 1954 fire made serious damages at the bazaar and 1894 earthquake also destroyed parts of
it. The bazaar was reconstructed again and reached its contemporary plan in 1701 (Figure 3) with 64 covered
streets, eleven gates and 200000 m² area (Erdenen, 1965; Geist, 1989). The space allocation of Istanbul
Bazaar can be defined as a grid based system, where streets are intersecting each other. Grand Bazaar has
streets of various length and width. Diversity in such elements, especially the street width changes is the
most important and the significant difference of Istanbul’s Covered Grand Bazaar when we compare it with
Tabriz’s Covered Bazaar.

3. METHOD AND THE SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
Comparison of the covered bazaars of Tabriz and Istanbul raises many questions in terms of spatial
configuration, social network and functional hierarchy other than syntactic parameters such as mean depth,
integration or circularity.
The similarities and the differences of the plan layouts present the types and elements of the spatial
configuration. Accumulation of various architectural elements in forms of bedestens, hans, saras, arastas,
rastas, çarşıs, charsugs and such are the key factors of bazaar formation and how the users perceive these
layouts. Anticipation of the pedestrian while moving through the paths may differ according to the culture
he/she lives in. Therefore relation to typology, horizontal, or vertical expansions, existence of nodes, clusters
and such structural interconnections are among the concerns of the research.
The location of tradesmen, or craftsmen, the semantic or social relations of these are other issues to be
dealt with. Functional hierarchy that is traditionally related with the guild system are the fundamental
factors that lie beneath the shopping activities. However, guild system may well be ignored in one of the
bazaars and individual incentives may also be seen. If the guild system is relevant, its place of occurrence,
such as main arteries, secondary streets or nodal elements is also examined. Thus allocation of trading
sectors in both covered bazaars gives us hints on the latent aspects of these spaces. In this research,
following list of trading sectors is considered for analysis.











Gold / Jewellery sellers, Goldsmiths
Silver sellers, Silversmiths
Copper makers and copper sellers
Metal works, iron works.
Clothing and accessories like hats
Carpet sellers
Leather works, shoe, bag, purse sellers, mink sellers
Silk, cotton, etc. fabric sellers and products of textile
Wooden works and carpenters, furniture
Glass works, Glass and Mirror sellers
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As for the syntactic aspect of the research, comparison of spatial configurations based on parameters such
as mean depth and integration levels helps us to further examine the physical structure of these bazaars.
The depth or shallowness of spaces, may be related with the determinants of social structure in these
cultures. As the spatial configuration presents dead ends, courtyards, t‐shaped connections or grid type
intersections, depth or shallowness of spaces gain importance especially for pedestrians. The permissiveness,
the connectivity, and the circularity parameters cause human activities flow in spaces, flow as shopping
activities or they seem to be blockaded by spatial elements. Visual boundaries may affect to pedestrian
perception and preference of shopping.
In the comparison of spatial configurations, the diameter around the centre of the covered bazaars is
determined as 750 meters due to the maximum distance of the pedestrian’s walk in both cities. Thus, the
outcomes are based on the maps indicating approximately 750 meters as a diameter around the Tabriz and
Istanbul’s covered bazaars. The University of Michigan software, Syntax 2D is used in for the syntactic
calculations, and SPSS for correlations of the obtained numeric data.

4. THE CONFIGURATIVE STRUCTURE AND SPATIAL COMPARISON OF TABRIZ AND ISTANBUL COVERED
BAZAARS
In many of the Islamic societies, there have rarely been any clearly defined municipal institutions. Since for
example, Ottomans were unable to create bureaucracies on the vast land, it was compelled to use
intermediate units in order to carry out censuses and establish institutions necessary for direct relations
between the government and the individual (Arslan & Cahantimur, 2011). Ottoman institutions, such as the
Kadı (judge, mayor), Lonca (guild system) and Vakıf (foundation), provided local services ranging from the
provision of infrastructure to social and health matters in a limited and fragmented manner. In this type of
administrative organisation, whole populations of Turkish towns were organised in guilds according to their
professions, with the exception of the higher bureaucracy and army. Each of the guild groups was organised
by a framework of rules and customs, partly unwritten but orally transmitted and partly laid down in official
regulations or orders (Arslan & Cahantimur, 2011). Guilds played multiple roles, given that they had
economic, fiscal, administrative and social functions. Apprentices and master apprentices were affiliated
with the guild through their masters (Arslan & Cahantimur, 2011).
Thus the presence of these guilds also affected to the formation of the rāstās or arastas where the display
and sale of all goods were predefined according to location so that one can find the goods produced or sold
by only a single guild. Therefore, the names of the streets, alleys or the shopping strips were reserved
according to the professions or type of goods sold there, such as goldsmiths, jewellers, knife makers, helmet
makers, gun makers, carpet makers and cloth merchants (Köroğlu et.al, 2009). As both bazaars maintained
their international identity, the system of grouping the trades and crafts according to the products they
produce was appreciated especially by the foreign travellers who find this, very rational for production and
trade organisation. This system not only helped to facilitate the customer’s circulation and comparison but
also maintained the quality and price control for both parties as well, prohibiting the shop owners even from
displaying a different kind of item (Küçükkömürcü, 2005). This principle of settlement, which was a
requirement, and consequence of the guild system was useful for price uniformity and control because in
order for a guild to be formed, there had to be sufficient traders (Köroğlu et.al, 2009). However, since the
shops in different streets are specialized in the sale of different products, they do not compete on the basis
of their location advantages (Verdil, 2009).
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The method of the comparison between the covered bazaars is based on the outcomes corresponding to the
last quarter of the 19th century and first decades of 20th century. The reason of focusing on this period in
both regions is derived from the electrical devices and new technological innovations are not adequately
emerged and local craftsmen in both markets at that time were still producing the local goods. Another
important reason is, as the automobile use gained importance starting from the mid 20th century, in many
regions of the old towns, street widening needed to take place, leaving the old centres as inaccessible.
Spread of the city to the suburbs also affected to the shopping habits, leading to a decay of the old urban
cores, which would continue until the end of 80’s when a global awareness of historical town centre
improvement started to be spoken.
Thus, the functions that are analysed in this study are determined as: Silver Sellers; Clothing and accessory
(like hats) sellers; Gold/Jewellery sellers, Goldsmiths; Leather works (shoe, bag, purse, mink sellers); Carpet
Sellers; Wooden works and carpenters, furniture sellers; Mirror Sellers; Fabric and textile products sellers;
Antiques; Copper makers and sellers, metal works, iron works.
In this sense, apart from the number of mosques, hamams, shrines, education buildings and sports facilities
in Tabriz bazaar, allocation of the trades show similarities. In the southern parts of the bazaar, silversmiths,
glassware and mirror sellers are located along with the wooden works and carpenters. Western parts of the
bazaar are occupied by mosques, educational facilities, and dried fruit sellers. As it can be seen from the
Figure 4, in the central core of the bazaar carpet sellers, housing utensils and furniture, spice, tea, fabric and
textile and clothing shops are located. North of this central core is divided into two parts named as upper
and lower bazaars, lower bazaar is being the part from the core to Mehran River and upper bazaar is being
the northern banks of the Mehran river. Lower part is occupied again by carpet sellers, textile and clothing
shops, while coppersmiths, metal and ironsmiths, and dried fruit sellers are located around the camel
market of Saheb Abad court at the north of the bridges. In short, Tabriz bazaar is generally occupied by
jewellers, gold and silversmiths on south, leather and shoe sellers at east, religious and educational facilities
at west, carpets and textiles in centre and iron, copper and metal works at north.
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Figure 4. The allocation of bazaar functions within the Tabriz Bazaar.

In the case of Istanbul bazaar however, especially the location of jewellers were different. The jewellers
have been shown to be outside the Bedesten because jewellers meant two different professions. One was
the gold and silversmith, working in gold and jewels, the other jewellers dealing with precious stones like
diamonds, pearls etc. In the Ottoman Empire Period, gold and silver were not a means of accumulating
wealth as they are today, but were merely treated as articles for daily use, there was no necessity for the
artisans and their materials to be taken within the massive Bazaar walls. The jewellers were Inner Bedesten
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merchants. Another function of the Bedesten apart from being a market for precious stones was that, it was
a safe keeping institution for the valuables of the rich served parallel to the safe deposit boxes concept in
modern banking. Hence, the security in the Bedesten was so firm and doubtless (Köroğlu et.al, 2009).
In Grand Bazaar of Istanbul, Gold/Jewellery sellers and goldsmiths are located on the main arteries as we
mentioned before, where silver sellers and silversmiths are located on the north‐eastern part of the bazaar
through streets of the gridiron system. The streets in this part of the Bazaar are narrower in width. One can
see the antique dealers inside the Inner (Old) Bedesten, separated from the street system, surrounding the
Old Bedesten Carpet Sellers and gold/jewellery shops are commonly settled. Between the north south main
axis and Old Bedesten Fabric sellers of various kind and textile works are located; some clothing also can be
seen in narrow streets of this area. In addition to those spaces, fabric sellers and textile works are seen on
north side of the main north south axis, on both sides of the streets. Clothing and accessories are mainly on
the west part of the bazaar through the streets of gridiron type, including some buildings with courtyards.
Wooden works, carpenters, furniture works are in the borders and outside the walls of bazaar with a
courtyard typed settlement. Glass and especially mirror works are on the north side on the side of the street.
Copper, metal, iron based works and good sellers are on the northern borders and out of the boundaries of
bazaars, located in hans which are courtyard typed buildings (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The allocation of bazaar functions within the Grand Bazaar of Istanbul.
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The main, north south directed, street of Grand Bazaar is getting connected to the Süleymaniye Mosque
that is perpendicular to the axis between Nuruosmaniye and Beyazit that we see on the east‐west direction,
this wide east‐west directed street also constitute the main circulation axis. The region between these main
streets has a structure with a grid system in a way to include the antique markets. The Grand Bazaar
embodies the Cartesian system, which does not aim at attracting the users in the main axis to come to the
inner secondary axes.
The spatial configuration of covered bazaars is thought to be the primary examples of contemporary
shopping malls. Connection of arastas through a Cartesian system as it is seen in Istanbul, or connection of
saras through a clustered structure as it is in the case of Tabriz, may be assumed as the starting point for the
contemporary shopping malls. (Küçükkömürcü, 2005; Verdil, 2007). Considering the similarities in culture,
Tabriz and Istanbul covered bazaars (CB) share regional spatial or functional similarities that are almost a
typology for the western part of the Silk road, which may be derived from social life or trading. The nodal
type of spatial formations, such as the shopping areas around the courtyards or atrium probably derived
from the solidarity of tradesmen or craftsmen. This type of spatial formation also reinforces a social
organization, the guilds of tradesmen or craftsmen. Both bazaars are developed through the special layout
of arastas or rastas, however allocation of hans on one hand and saras on the other, present the obvious
schema. Therefore, if we make a scrutinized work on spatial configurations, Tabriz and Istanbul covered
bazaars present sharp differences as the simplified graphs indicates in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
The spatial configuration of Tabriz CB does not directly expose any grid or intersections. The main arteries
and axes are apparent in the schema, but the axes also show the orientation of the shopping connecting the
clustered elements in terms of saras. Thus the formation of saras alongside the main arteries is the basic
philosophy of Tabriz CB. These courtyard based shopping areas present a uniform layout through the bazaar
whereas, in Istanbul they are located outside the CB core. While Bedestens have unique positions both in
syntactic and semantic level in Istanbul, in Tabriz they are insignificant compared to saras.
The spatial configuration of Istanbul reflects a gridiron structure, this may be due to its relatively smaller size
compared to Tabriz, the built at once nature of bedestens and arastas or simply to the heritage of Greek and
Roman city layouts seen in many regions of Anatolia. This configuration also reinforces main arteries and
streets intersecting with each other, also demonstrating a sector or a space shared by tradesmen or
craftsmen.
Figures 6 and 7 indicates the simplified network characteristics of Tabriz and Istanbul covered bazaars
respectively. In both bazaars we see the effects of linear based typology of rastas and arastas however
developed in different structural layouts. Tabriz shopping is organised through withdrawn saras while
Istanbul shopping is organised through integrated arastas. Considering the pedestrian movement, while
both CBs evoke a labyrinth like schema, one would move through like a rook in Istanbul, while like a queen
in Tabriz, as it would have been in a chess game.
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Figure 6. The Schema of Spatial Configuration of Tabriz Covered Bazaar
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Figure 7. The Schema of Spatial Configuration of Istanbul Covered Bazaar

5. SYNTACTIC COMPARISONS, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, University of Michigan’s Syntax 2D software is executed to calculate the circularity and
integration n values in order to understand the spatial relations in Covered Bazaars (CB). Syntax 2D is a set of
tools for urban and architectural spatial analysis developed at the University of Michigan. It currently
includes the basic space syntax measures of isovists, axial maps and visibility graphs, along with some newer
features such as path‐based measures.
Circularity analysis is crucial for discussing the spatial relations because of examining the compactness of the
spaces and visit durations or motivations on using, visiting a street, and passing through it. Circularity is a
measure related with distance and area. As Batty (2001) mentioned in his initial analysis of isovists referring
to Benedikt (1979), there is the identification of six geometric measures from which isovist fields could be
established: area, perimeter, occlusivity (or length of occluding boundaries within the isovist), variance and
skewness of the radial distances around each vantage point, and a measure of compactness called circularity,
defined as the ratio of the square of the perimeter to area. The circularity that Syntax 2D uses is a measure
from Benedikt’s paper (Dalton 2001). Circularity is not only a measure of how well a space approximates a
circle, but is also a measure of the viewpoint’s position within the space. For this reason circularity is not
only a measure of the shape of a space but also of the centrality of the viewpoint within that space. It is
determined by calculating the area of a perfect circle, whose radius is set to the mean radial length of the
isovist and then dividing this by the area of the isovist.
Kaynar, (2004) argues that longer visit durations in a space is not correlated with the higher circularity levels
of the space and deformed circularity that means lower levels of circularity motivates longer visit durations.
She also adds that the movement is more distributed in areas that provide opportunities to discover new
visual information. Visibility graphs indicate that there is a congruence of movement paths in spaces which
have very limited visual connection. This suggests that when visual choices are extremely limited, we see
little variability among movement paths. In this research, rather than visit duration, the formation of the
spaces in terms of circularity is examined and the relation of the compactness of spaces, integration levels,
and possible visiting activities are discussed in this context.
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In terms of using a street in the Covered Bazaars, circularity may give significant results related with
integration levels. Integration n analysis is being used in our research instead of integration analysis of
Syntax 2D, which is giving us the integration levels of a space and also calculating the individual cells’
transmission between each other, thus connectivity.
In Figure 8, the integration n analyses of Tabriz and Istanbul CBs are shown, where the levels of integration
in terms of syntactic evaluation is the highest in red zones, the integration values are getting lower as we
move to orange, yellow, light green, dark green, light blue and dark blue colours has the lowest integration
levels. On the other hand, circularity analyses for both CB’s are shown in Figure 9. Circularity analyses help
us to discuss the compactness of traditional shopping spaces and the effects of space formation to
integration levels and also to the allocation of goods, shopping functions.
Cumulative data derived from integration n and circularity levels are also given in order to discuss the spatial
characteristics of CBs of Tabriz and Istanbul. The integration value of the 5th degree is the highest and 1st is
the lowest (Table 1). Table 1 also exhibits the comparison of mean of integration n (MI n) and mean of
circularity (MCI) levels of each trading sector allocated in CBs of Istanbul and Tabriz. In addition, Table 1
argues the degree type of allocation between 1st – 5th levels and gives brief description about the spatial
type of trading sector and its brief location on the map due to periods late 19th century and the first decade
of 20th century.
According to the syntactic analyses the highly integrated spaces or streets of Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar are
also located on the two main axes connecting the south north and east west directions. These main streets
are historically known as the main arteries of Grand Bazaar, but the wider street that is Kalpakçılar Street
has the most integrated spaces within the Covered Bazaar. This street is also the place for gold/jewellery
shops which is acting a significant role in Bazaar. Analyses indicate that the gold/jewellery shops have the
highest average integration values whereas fabric, textile works, and silk sellers have the third highest
average integration values. The latter is located on the main axis connecting south north direction and
combined of three different streets. The south north axis is narrower than the one connecting east west,
thus the narrower scope of visibility may influence the pedestrians to flow rapidly. The two main bedestens
are also important in terms of spatiality in which silver sellers, gold sellers/jewellery shops/goldsmiths,
antique dealers are located. Surrounding the Old Bedesten, carpet sellers have their shops. The streets
surrounding the Old Bedesten are again wider streets and integration levels in these spaces are between
moderate and high corresponding to the 3rd and 4th degree levels. Syntactic analysis also showed us that the
carpet sellers have the second highest average integration level, probably owing to the central location of
Bedesten.
On the other hand, highly integrated spaces in Tabriz CB are the main rastes of bazaar, which are parallel to
each other in south to north directions. The oldest street (Kohne Raste) is the most integrated axis of bazaar
which begins from Carpet Bazaar in west, going through textile and silk bazaar, spice bazaar, Sadeghiyeh
Mosque‐ Madrasa, copper bazaar and crossing over Mehran Roud River, ending in Saheb Abad Square. The
second main street (Raste Jadid‐e Abbasi) which is in 2nd and 3rd integration degree levels in our analysis,
begins from gold/ jewellery bazaar and leather bazaar, going through fabric, silk, carpet and textile bazaars
and Molla Bagher mosque and crossing over Mehran Roud River, and then it again ends in Saheb Abad
Square similar to the Kohne Raste.
The shops around silk and tea bazaars which are located middle core of bazaar, Haj Hosein Jadid, Haj Hosein
Mianeh and Haj Seyid Hosein Saras are in 2nd and 3rd degree of integration level. The analysis shows that
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Saheb Abad square in north of bazaar is in 3rd degree level which is a rounded by Saheb Al Amr mosque‐
mausoleum and spice bazaar and camel bazaar. The other bazaars and streets are all between 1st and 2nd
integration degree level (Figure 8, Table 1) indicating higher levels of mean depth. In contrast to Istanbul CB,
streets of Tabriz bazaar have similar width but their length and connection to saras and first or secondary
degree access routes increases their levels of depth, thus presenting lower levels of integration values.
The scrutinized work on Table 1 presents significant results that should be discussed in here. Before
comparison, it is necessary to have an ordinal system due to ranks of trading sectors as the result of
Integration and Circularity values. Table 2 presents a comparison of ranks between Tabriz and Istanbul CBs
in relation to integration and circularity values.
If we apply Syntax 2D to both maps and calculate the area with the diameter of 750 meters due to the
centre of CB, the outcomes in mean integration n values for both of the CBs present a striking difference,
which is need to be discussed in here primarily. The mean of calculated integration n value is (MI‐n)
0.797x106 for Istanbul; controversially it is 0.0794 x106 for Tabriz. The values show that the syntactic
structure of Tabriz is extremely deep compared to Istanbul. This difference is significant, however it should
also be reminded that the total areas of the bazaars also represent the similar tendency of numeric values.
Istanbul’s gridiron structure provides circularity and shallowness when we compare to the Tabriz’s
linear/clustered structure.
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Figure 8. Integration n analyses of Istanbul CB (produced by Syntax 2D) (left)
Integration n analyses of Tabriz CB (produced by Syntax 2D) (right)
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Figure 9. Circularity analyses of Istanbul CB (produced by Syntax 2D) (left)
Circularity analyses of Tabriz CB (produced by Syntax 2D) (right)
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Table 1. Comparison of integration, circularity and space typology of CBs

Sectors of Tradesmen

Possible
average
Impact Ratio (MRI n)
for Tabriz and CI
(circularity)
values
with degrees

Gold / Jewellery sellers,
Goldsmiths

Degree: 2
6
MRI n=0.064x10
CI=55

Location in Tabriz CB

Possible
average
Impact Ratio (MRI n)
for Istanbul and CI
(circularity) values with
degrees

Deep in the CB. Depth
value is high.

Degree: 4 ‐ 5
6
MRI n=1.24x10
nd th
CI=1020 (2 ‐5 )

Located around the
courtyards

Degree: 2 ‐ 4
6
MRI n=0.75x10
st nd
CI=433 (1 ‐2 )

Located in the edge

Degree: 2
6
MRI n=0.4x10
st nd
CI=349 (1 ‐2 )

Inserted
makers

Degree: 1
6
MRI n=0.07x10
st nd
CI=380 (1 ‐2 )

nd

nd

Degree: 2
6
MRI n=0.032x10
CI=136

Silver sellers

Copper makers and copper
sellers

nd

nd

Metal works, iron works

rd

Degree: 2 ‐ 3
6
MRI n=0.138x10
CI=152

st

st

Degree: 1
6
MRI n=0.008 x10
CI=174

Carpet sellers

Leather works, shoe, bag,
purse sellers, mink sellers

Fabric, Textile works, silk
sellers
Wooden
works
carpenters, furniture

and

st

copper

st

rd

st

nd

Degree: 1 ‐ 3
6
MRI n=0.051 x10
CI=193
Degree: 1 ‐ 2
6
MRI n=0.035 x10
CI=45
Degree: 2
6
MRI n=0.053x10
CI=156

rd

th

rd

th

Located in the edge

Low
integration,
located around the
courtyards / nodes

Degree: 3 ‐ 4
6
MRI n=1.16x10
nd th
CI=1100 (2 ‐4 )

Low
integration,
located on the streets

Degree: 2 ‐ 4
6
MRI n=0.88x10
st rd
CI=766 (1 ‐3 )

Located around the
courtyard, located on
the second type of
arteries

Degree: 3 ‐ 4
6
MRI n=1.19x10
st rd
CI=933 (1 ‐3 )

Located on the edge
and the type is mainly
street

Degree: 2
6
MRI n=0.37x10
st nd
CI=516 (1 ‐2 )

Located in the edge

Degree: 3
6
MRI n=0.89x10
st nd
CI=266 (1 ‐2 )

nd

nd

Glass works, Glass and
Mirror sellers

th

Degree: 3 ‐ 4
6
MRI n=1.02x10
st nd
CI=360 (1 ‐2 )

nd

Degree: 1 ‐ 2
6
MRI n=0.040 x10
CI=142

nd

st

in

th

Degree: 1 – 5
6
MRI n=0.088x10
CI=97

Clothing, accessories

th

Located on the main
arteries and some
inner streets
Located around the
bedesten and streets

nd

rd

Degree: 2 ‐ 3
6
MRI n=0.092x10
CI=250

th

Location in Istanbul
CB

rd

Located in the edge,
deep
spaces
or
around the bedesten
More integrated, on
the streets, close the
main arteries
Located
on
the
centre,
on
the
streets,
more
integrated

th

th

Located around the
bedesten or streets

Located on the main
arteries
and
sometimes gridiron
nodes

nd

rd
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Table 2. The Comparison of Ranks due to Integration and Circularity Values of Trading Sectors in Tabriz and Istanbul CBs (1 is the
highest, 10 is the lowest rank in terms of values)

Trading Sectors

Ranking of TABRIZ
INTEGRATION

Ranking of TABRIZ
CIRCULARITY

Ranking of ISTANBUL
INTEGRATION

Ranking of ISTANBUL
CIRCULARITY

GOLD

4

9

1

2

SILVER

9

6

7

6

COPPER

1

5

8

9

METAL

2

1

10

7

CLOTHES

3

8

4

8

CARPET

10

3

3

1

LEATHER

7

7

6

4

TEXTILE

6

2

2

3

WOOD

8

10

9

5

GLASS

5

4

5

10

Istanbul’s more integrated trading sectors are ordered as 1‐Gold, 2‐Textile, and 3‐Carpet. These trading
sectors also exhibit the more circularity in terms of ranking 1st ‐ 3rd. This means that these sectors are main
trades in Istanbul Covered Bazaar. These outcomes also contradict with Tabriz’s results. The highest rankings
for Integration and circularity for Tabriz are ordered as 1‐Copper, 2‐Metal, and 3‐Clothes. These values also
show contradictions with circularity in Tabriz CB. While the metal works in Tabriz CB presents the more
integrated allocation and the highest circularity values as the most accessible sector, low integration values
of textile and carpet sectors emphasizes their high values in circularity.
In general, the master plan of Istanbul CB presents a harmony of integration and circularity values, derived
from the syntactic structure of a grid plan. Istanbul CB presents a hierarchy of spaces in relation to trading
sectors that wide and long axis boosts the accessibility and circularity. So, the important trading sectors like
gold, textile, and carpet allocates on the main arteries and they have more circular schema. Controversially,
the clustered type of structure in Tabriz CB presents the independent shopping areas that are bound each
other on two main axes. Each sara presents a high value in circularity, it might be specified as the syntactic
form of the courtyard but this does not give accurate results in integration level. The allocation of trading
sectors in Tabriz does not show a correlation between integration and circularity, possibly owing to the
clustered structure of Tabriz’s CB. On the other hand, guild system seems to loosen more in Tabriz,
emphasizing the religious, public aspect of the bazaar as mentioned earlier. Thus, the trading sectors are
more spread on the map; having higher circularity values but presenting relatively low levels of integration.
Clustered structure in Tabriz CB presents independency in shopping activities, which is enclosed by the limits
of syntactic structure.
The results of the cross tabulations also verifies the previous discussions. The analyses in here support the
effect of the syntactic structure of the covered bazaar and reinforce how they are related in integration and
circularity values of Istanbul vs. Tabriz. The initial outcomes of Istanbul’s values present a tendency that
there is a slight but still useful correlation for future research, between trading sectors’ integration values
and circularity values (r=0.527). The gridiron plan as we noted before causes more syntactic integration and
boosts both the circularity and the compactness of the spaces. On the other hand, this ratio is very low
(r=0.115) in Tabriz, indicating that there is a neutral position between integration values and circularity of
trading sectors. The closed nodes and independent structures as clusters and segments are the main
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reasons for that insignificancy in Tabriz CB. The clustered structure reinforces closed nodes and independent
structures that are sequentially located on the spine. If we evaluate the rankings of trading sectors indicated
in Table 2, we may find out that there is disagreement in rankings of integration levels of the sectors
between Istanbul and Tabriz, which is r= ‐0.176. Similarly, we can find out a neutral area in the correlation
that there is no correlation between the circularity values of both cities, where we find r= ‐0.067.
It’s important to mention that syntactic structure of Tabriz is extremely deep when compared to Istanbul.
The mean of calculated integration n value is (MI‐n) 0.797 for Istanbul; while it is 0.0794 for Tabriz. The
significant difference between the values indicates that spatial structure of Istanbul CB is more integrated
than Tabriz CB. The mean circularity value for Tabriz CB is around 140; whereas the mean circularity value of
Istanbul CB is around 612. The differences between these mean circularity levels show us that the
compactness and also the centrality of the viewpoint within the space are stronger in Istanbul CB. Istanbul’s
gridiron structure and the existence of wider main streets close to the centre present shallowness and also
higher circularity values, when compared to more linear and clustered structure of Tabriz. Narrow and
homogenous streets of Tabriz CB cause limited visibility giving us lower mean circularity values within the
structure of the whole area of the CB.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper has many concluding remarks in cross‐cultural investigations. The Silk Road has a long journey
passing from different cultures and different societies. The covered bazaar called as caravanserai, or other
architectural terms such as rasta, souk, kapalıçarşı, han, sara may all have similar meanings, and at the first
glance we may conclude that they have similarities as a part of the oriental world they belong. The design of
shopping area is very important and it affects the nature of trading and shopping. This paper presents not
only two neighbouring cultures with their similarities and distinctions, it also exhibits how syntactic structure
is very powerful even it affects the location of trading and shopping area.
Iranian and Turkish covered bazaars share similarities geographically and culturally, in terms of morphology,
life styles, shopping, and trading outcomes, however, this paper presents sharp distinctions between Tabriz
and Istanbul examples, as well. From east to west, the syntax probably changes even in morphological terms.
Tabriz example has a clustered, sequentially linked structure, which affects the shopping activity. Courtyard
based trading sectors create independent but enclave areas for shopping. Controversially, gridiron plan of
Istanbul enlarges the shopping activity with high permissiveness. The gridiron structure gives us many
implications due to interdependent specialization of trading sectors. There is always high permissiveness
between the sectors; the grid eases this kind of character. On the other hand, the clustered structure
exhibits specialized but independent activities, which is akin to surrounded parts in a whole. The gridiron
structure or the clustered one is not only design schemas in the history, but also it teaches us the complexity
of many parameters even in contemporary buildings.
In general, possibly owing to its gridiron syntactic structure, Istanbul CB presents a harmony of integration
and circularity values, higher than Tabriz CB as a whole. On the other hand, the clustered structure in Tabriz
CB controversially presents independent shopping areas that are connected to each other, on two main axes.
Although when analysed separately, trading sectors of Tabriz CB show some high circularity and integration
values, in a clustered courtyard structural system, mean integration and circularity values are decreasing in
master plan. This research also shows us that the movement is more distributed in areas that provide
opportunities to discover new visual information as we have seen in Istanbul CB. Visibility graphs indicate
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that there is a congruence of movement paths in spaces, which have very limited visual connection. This
suggests that when visual choices are extremely limited, we tend to move on determined paths and avoid
adventures, which is the Tabriz CB’s situation.
Traditional trading sectors in Tabriz CB are ranked as 1‐ Copper, 2‐ Metal, 3‐ Clothes, 4‐ Gold, 5‐ Glass as the
first 5 sectors according to their integration values. Istanbul has 1‐ Gold, 2‐Textile, 3‐ Carpet, 4‐ Clothes, 5‐
Glass for the first 5 sectors according to integration values. High integration values mean close relations with
the main streets/axes for both CBs, which also means that central location for Istanbul CB in sector wise is
different from Tabriz CB. The reason for high integration values for the sectors like gold, textile and carpet in
Istanbul is mainly derived from the locations and their centrality as wider streets in terms of visibility. These
specific sectors have the first three places in ranking of integration values for Istanbul. The high visibility and
compact structure of the Istanbul CB also presents the three highest circularity rankings for the same sectors.
This is another finding that shows us the correlation between circularity and integration in Istanbul CB. On
the other hand, since we can’t talk about the same slight correlation between circularity and integration for
Tabriz CB, its traditional trading sectors also don’t have the correlation in their rankings; however, they are
closed nodes and should be considered in their clustered environment.
The sectors that are considered as having high integration values in Tabriz are predominantly the mining and
extractions such as gold, silver, metal and copper related sectors, while Istanbul’s central sectors are textile
based items. This situation also supports the functional use as well. As we see in this research Tabriz CB,
being located on a relatively east part of the Silk Road route, maintains its original purpose of shopping,
preserving the variety of goods. On the other hand, Istanbul CB maintains the bedesten intellect preserving
the relatively expensive goods on the highly integrated central axes. Although the guild system works in
similar ways in both bazaars, pedestrian flow changes from a directed route in Istanbul to a dispersed but
longer circulation routes in Tabriz.
This research is also a starting point for future studies about the traditional shopping activities and their
implications to contemporary shopping. Its effects or relevancy to the contemporary world of shopping may
be an important issue to be dealt with. Moreover, visitor analyses in various streets of CBs can be made to
correlate the data with the pedestrian flow, in order to discuss the shopping habits of past and present.
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